SS16 BLACKBURNS CHILDREN

Here for his final show with MAN, and on the grand occasion of their 10th birthday no less, returns Kent
boy and Westminster/ RCA graduate Liam Hodges. Back once again and on song for the swan song.
The theme this season is Pirate radio, specifically the idea that a bunch of guys decided to grab a
few aerials, jimmy their way into an abandoned building and beam out the kind of community radio
that’d bring a tear to the eye of an OG like Tony Blackburn. As emerge every generation, these are
the geeky, obsessive young men who relate to one another and their kindred, through a code of nods
and winks (keep an eye out for Liam’s own graffiti binary coded camouflage weave). The spirit of that
DIY, Blackburn gallivanting is imbued across the collection, in the form of climbing harnesses; bum
bags and buckles requisitioned off seat belts. This season the focus is on textures and graphics.
It’s Spring/ Summer so our fine young men are broadcasting to the kids playing football in the
park, and the collection reflects that mood with the 90s throwback jacquard football kit. Other
rarefied details and weaves include the studio wall backdrop woven photographically into fabrics,
military detailing on combats, jumpers and vests, the sharp colour palette of black, white, teal and
electric blue and, so nice we’ll mention it twice, the jacquard. Get a good look at that jacquard,
bleeding over the skin as rave camouflage. The nods and winks are further brought home through
our lads’ choice of hairstyles and branded ID tag jewellery (Jewellery props go out to Slim Barrett).
This season Liam has chosen to work with the iconic footwear brand Palladium Boots,
showcasing its new premium line Dark Legion. Palladium’s exciting new line exemplifies the legacy of the iconic pampa boot. Other styles chosen are, the combat-inspired calf-length leather Tactical boot and a light canvas unisex boot Blanc Hi. This
mix of heritage and new techniques make for the perfect partner to the SS16 collection.
#PALLADIUMEXPLORERS PALLADIUMBOOTS.COM
New British eyewear brand HOOK LDN launches its first collection this summer focusing on eye catching
colours on classic frames. HOOK LDN have set the message that no matter who you are or where you are
from that if you have a vision you can achieve it.
#SHAREYOURVISION HOOKLDN.COM
PRESS ENQUIRIES:
HELLO@THEDECEMBERAGENCY.COM
SALES:
SALES@LIAMHODGES.CO.UK
LONDON ShowROOMS PARIS MENS AW15
Le Loft, Off Rue Saint Antoine,
28 Impasse Guemenee,
Cour Berard, Paris, 75004.
Friday 26th June – Tuesday 30th June 2015
10am – 8pm daily
*appointments outside opening hours available on request.
INSTAGRAM: @LIAMHODGEA
TWITTER: @LIAM_HODGES
WWW.LIAMHODGES.CO.UK

Styling
Harry Lambert
Casting
Mischa Notcutt
Sound
Visionist
Performance
Hector Aponysus
Make-up
Jenny Coombs @ Streeters
and the MAC Pro team
Hair
Tina Outen @ Streeters
using Bumble and bumble
Shoes

Sunglasses
HOOKLDN
Jewellery for Liam Hodges by:
SLIM BARRETT
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